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Six Weeks Period: 5 th Grade Level & Course: 11th & Physics 

Timeline:  6 Days Unit Title: Electric Charge & Force Lesson 01 

Stated 
Objectives: 
TEK # and SE 

 
Make claims about natural phenomena based on conservation of electric charge. [LO 1.B.1.1, SP 
6.4] 
 
Make predictions, using the conservation of electric charge, about the sign and relative quantity of 
net charge of objects or systems after various charging processes, including conservation of charge 
in simple circuits. 
 
[LO 1.B.1.2, SP 6.4, SP 7.2] 
 

Construct an explanation of the two-charge model of electric charge based on evidence produced 
through scientific practices. [LO 

Use Coulomb’s law qualitatively and quantitatively to make predictions about the interaction 
between two electric point charges. [LO 3.C.2.1, SP 2.2, SP 6.4] 

Connect the concepts of gravitational force and electric force to compare similarities and differences 
between the forces. [LO 3.C.2.2, SP 7.2] 

See Instructional Focus Document (IFD) for TEK Specificity 

Key 
Understandings 

The development of electrostatic theory and the atomic model of matter are closely related. 
  
The experiments of Coulomb, Thomson, and Millikan are crucial to our understanding of 
electrostatic force theory. 
  
Distance and electrostatic force have an inverse-square relationship such that increasing distance 
greatly decreases force. 
  
Charge and electrostatic force have a direct relationship such that increasing charge proportionally 
increases force. 
  
Electrical properties of matter including insulation and conduction are determined by the atomic 
structure of the individual atoms 

Misconceptions Students may think every charged object has only one type of charge. 

Students may think charging can only occur through direct contact between objects. 

Students may think that objects with a positive charge have gained protons. 

Students may think that neutral objects can’t be attracted or repelled 



Key Vocabulary  Conductors –material through which heat and electrical charges can be transferred 

Coulomb's law – an equation describing the relationship between electrostatic force, electric 
charge, and distance between electric charges 

Electric field – a region of space characterized by the existence of a force generated by electric 
charge 

Electric force – an attractive or repulsive force that occurs between charged objects 

Insulators – material that is a poor conductor of heat and electrical charges 

Law of conservation of energy – the fundamental principle of physics that the total energy of an 
isolated system is constant, despite internal changes 

Magnitude – an amount, a quantity, or a size 

Suggested Day  
5E Model 

Instructional Procedures 
 (Engage, Explore, Explain, Extend/Elaborate, Evaluate) 

Materials, Resources, Notes 

Day 1 
Engage 
 
Tuesday  

Objectives:  
Construct an explanation of the two-charge model of electric charge 
based on evidence produced through scientific practices. 
Estatic Handout AP  
Engage- 
     Demonstrate the empty coke can with a charged rod using a 
charged plastic wand. Quickly brainstorm ideas about how this 
occurs and list on board. (have students write 1 sentence using 1 of 
the following words to explain what happened)Guide students to use 
the words force, kinetic energy, potential energy, charge, attraction, 
repulsion as they describe what they are observing and in their 
possible explanations.  
     Hand out modified “Electrostatic or Electromagic” activity. Each 
student is to complete their own. 
 
Distribute rolls of tape, have students get 2 pieces of tape and do 
simple experiment that ch 20 section 1 describes. 
 
Intro E Fields 
Demo  Ion sphere with LED light 
Demo Van De Graaf Generator 

Electrostatic or Electromagic 
handout 
Balloons, hole punches, salt, 
running water (use beakers to 
adjust flow-faucets have too much 
pressure) 
 
 
E statics day AP 1 slides  

Day 2 Explore  
 
 

Make claims about natural phenomena based on conservation of 
electric charge. [LO 1.B.1.1, SP 6.4] 
 
Have students draw an atom 
Discuss where charges come from 
Present the class with the questions: why don’t electrons fly away? 
Why don’t protons fly away? 
 
Bozeman Science On Millikan Make sure to cover millikan  

     Use Charge handout  to explore positively and negatively charged 
particles, how objects become charged, how and what moves to 
charge objects, the duration of charges. 20 min 

E statics day 2 AP  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hw1xU4Tqhv6nqW-qiWwvfn9WjEJ_jj3jHPvFce4DwKc/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1H3pMARs0CqiGG8IdALUxhehFZHqHe5L1G1GLu_cLd_M/edit#slide=id.g3410f3d6f1_0_125
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fz-QPXwhQTI
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18vLJmeJjPDqJ2nZ3OUYWuf2J7wFSNoSf9fkTsJ1i2o4/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TZ3tiDra-w7tmDAkK80T-UUDTCu7SjukIvHnXn9-dEE/edit#slide=id.p


(notes for electricity portion: highlight protons stuck together by a 
much stronger force as a connection to question; for charge portion: 
consider using a voting analogy; for ground portion: why does 
positive object take electrons? opposites attract, why does a 
negative give electrons? similar charges repel) 
 
Physicsclassroom com interactive charging  
khanacademy quantization of charge in experimental data, applying 
conservation of charge, and charge transfer proccess 

Day 3 Explore/ 
Explain 
 

bellringer: Let’s say you’re making koolaid and you only have half the 
sugar it calls for but you really want some koolaid...what do you do?  
Use analogy of changing something to get same result (to work with 
coulomb’s law)  
venn diagram of gravity vs electrostatic force 
 
Physicsclassroom.com coulombs law practice.  
 
process:  
Figure out if you change k,q,q, or d 
If I don’t change it, replace it with a 1 
(why? Because if you multiply it by 1, it won’t affect your answer) 
If the value does change, replace it with how much it changes by 
Solve 
      Coulomb’s law. I provide them with problem-solving suggestions:  
If more than two charged objects interact, draw a diagram showing 
the position of each object.  
If the objects are in contact with each other, then charge transfer 
occurs and the law of conservation of charge must be applied to 
determine the charge on each object.  
some of  Physicsclassroom coulombs law practice. 
closing task: concept builders (2) khan academy (comparing gravity 
& e ) and coulombs law 

Statics AP Day 3  

Day 4 Extend 
Elaborate 

Review Waves Test  & review Standing Waves Lab question about 
wave carrying energy 
AP Static Charge Work (cut and post at stations) 
 
 

Day 4 statics slides  
 

Day 5 Exploration Check Previous work 
 
Demo: Put charge in goal, emphasize which might have more 
potential. Rank points from lowest to greatest potential. Introduce 
Voltmeter & measuring potential difference.  
Assign myap homework 
If time allows, give time for concept builders 

Statics AP Day 5 

Day 6 Statics Quiz 20 minutes 
 
Light the bulb Circuits Intro 

 Estatic Day 6  

extra work Homework Page 560  # 27 
Homework Page 560  # 2, 8, 12 
5th 6 weeks study guide AP Due Friday  
 

 

http://www.physicsclassroom.com/curriculum/estatics/Coulombs-Law
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1DbHvVD19g3vzDRGeCsBd3hW2U7Wlva6sgxlBgU28azI/edit#slide=id.g3735a40b36_0_185
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QS5Kzvpk6Ny3Tdb05UUxxtAE3WK7ETpjBEMYYmZVjG4/edit#
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ACTneG0tZ_0zj0uS5OtZKJZy2SF61BOptMLJ7sGD4WI/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1KL6tDXsxKtUDuM0DjI0KTAQE3B2_24Z5gZeWdkOcftA/edit#slide=id.g37335d0b0f_0_95
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1MtVxDPIfxFEmvgA4kTJUizd3VysXoxYVL7mPFjTI-Nk/edit#slide=id.g4d1e1f559d_0_97
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1b7Xw6p4TlF_z8ZN5fpZYBnRpgRthqER40yB2IneHYbI/edit#heading=h.e50j98bhvubg


electrostatic floating rings like in the following video 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U6bKDaZiy_k  
 
 
charge interactive mini-lab (need laptop carts) [consider skipping this 
day next year]  

 
Accommodations 
for Special 
Populations 

Accommodations for instruction will be provided as stated on each student’s (IEP) 
Individual Education Plan for special education, 504, at risk, and ESL/Bilingual.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U6bKDaZiy_k
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1z5bX-aUMqgwY494gawYEbu-MQTXqKQUzP9pf5ce5krQ/edit

